Abstract. The interface effects play important roles for the properties of strange quark matter (SQM) and the related physical processes. We show several examples on the implications of interface effects for both stable and unstable SQM. Based on an equivparticle model and adopting mean-field approximation (MFA), the surface tension and curvature term of SQM can be obtained, which are increasing monotonically with the density of SQM at zero external pressure. For a parameter set constrained according to the 2M ⊙ strange star, we find the surface tension is ∼2.4 MeV/fm 2 , while it is larger for other cases.
Introduction
At ultra-high densities, QCD can be solved with perturbative approaches and suggests that quarks are no longer confined within hadrons. In such cases, strange quark matter (SQM) is formed, which is comprised of approximately equal numbers of u, d, and s quarks. However, at physically accessible densities, perturbative approaches do not apply while lattice QCD suffers the infamous sign problem. It is thus unclear about the density region where deconfinement phase transition takes place, or the properties of SQM. And we have to rely on effective models due to the nonperturbative nature of SQM, where many possibilities exist. For example, it was long suspected that SQM is more stable than nuclear matter, i.e., the true ground state of strongly interacting system [1, 2, 3] . If true, there may exist stable lumps of SQM, e.g., strangelets [4, 5, 6, 7] , nuclearites [8, 9] , meteorlike compact ultradense objects [10] , and strange stars [11, 12, 13] . Nevertheless, in recent years it was realized that SQM may be unstable considering the dynamical chiral symmetry breaking [14, 15] . Then only in extreme conditions it will persists, e.g., in the centre of compact stars [16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22] or heavy-ion collisions [23, 24] .
For absolutely stable SQM, it is found that the properties of SQM objects are sensitive to the quark-vacuum interface [4, 5, 25, 26] . To show this explicitly, as an example, in the left panel of Fig. 1 we present the energy per baryon and energy excess per baryon of strangelets obtained based on a unified description for SQM objects, i.e., the UDS model [27, 28, 29, 30, 31] , where both a constant surface tension σ and the multiple reflection expansion (MRE) method [5, 32, 33, 34] are adopted. The bag constant B is fixed so that SQM is stable while two-flavor quark matter remains unstable with respect to nuclear matter. In general, the energy per baryon is decreasing with the baryon number A. At small A, the interface effects are important and destabilize a strangelet substantially [4] . For the cases with M/A > 939 MeV, a strangelet will quickly decay into nucleons via neutron emission, which may be related to the kilonova of the possible binary strange star merge events [35, 36] . Based on the derived mass formula of strangelets, it was found that the minimum baryon number (at M/A = 939 MeV) for metastable strangelets increases linearly with σ 3 [5, 25] . Meanwhile, as indicated in the upper-left of Fig. 1 , the curvature contribution treated with the MRE method [32, 33, 34] is also important and further destabilize small strangelets. Considering the effects of charge screening [26] , as indicated in the lower-left of Fig. 1 , adopting a small enough σ would predict strangelets (A ≈ 1000) that are more stable than others [37] . In such cases, larger strangelets will go fission, and the surfaces of strange stars will fragment into crystalline crusts consist of strangelets and electrons [38] , which may even form low-mass large-radius strangelet dwarfs [39] . For larger SQM objects, the interface effects have little impact on their masses. However, the charge properties are greatly affected by the interface effects, e.g., the electron-positron pair creation on the surface affects significantly the maximum net charge an object can carry [40] , and the effects of quark depletion and charge screening [30] also play important roles on the surface charge properties of large SQM objects. [29, 41] , for more details please refer to these references.
In the cases of unstable SQM, at the centre of hybrid stars, it may coexists with hadronic matter. Due to the relocation of charged particles on the quark-hadron interface, the geometrical structures such as droplet, rod, slab, tube, and bubble start to emerge [42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 17, 47] . Nevertheless, it was found that these structures are affected significantly by the quark-hadron interface [17] . In particular, the sizes of the geometrical structures increase with the quark-hadron interface tension σ. When σ is greater than a critical value σ c , the Maxwell construction is effectively restored, i.e., bulk separation of quark and hadron phases. Meanwhile, for a vanishing σ, the geometrical structures become small enough and the corresponding quark-hadron mixed phase approaches to the cases obtained with the Gibbs construction. The structural differences caused by introducing different σ could affect many physical processes in hybrid stars [48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53] . In the right panel of Fig. 1 we show an example of the interface effects on the dimensionless combined tidal deformabilitiesΛ of hybrid stars in light of the observed binary neutron star merger event GW170817 [54] . It is found that varying σ has sizable effects onΛ, while similar cases are expected for the radii of hybrid stars [41] .
For the dynamic processes where the transition between SQM and hadronic matter takes place, the interface effects also play important roles. For example, it was shown that a larger σ inhibits quark matter nucleation during the deconfinement phase transitions in cold neutron stars [55, 56] , core-collapse supernova [57, 58] , and heavy-ion collisions [59, 60] . Similarly, the interface effects are important for the hadronization phase transition in the early Universe [61, 62, 63, 64] .
Due to the crucial significance, it is essential that we have a full understanding on the interface effects of SQM. Based on lattice QCD, the surface tension can be estimated for vanishing chemical potentials [65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70] . However, such type of calculations break down for finite chemical potentials due to the infamous sign problem, then we have to rely on effective models. The recent estimations for the surface tension indicate σ = 5 ∼ 30 MeV/fm 2 according to the MIT bag model [71] , linear sigma model [72, 73, 74] , Nambu-Jona-Lasinio model [75, 76] , threeflavor Polyakov-quark-meson model [77] , and Dyson-Schwinger equation approach [78] . Adopting the MRE method, lager values of σ were obtained based on the quasiparticle model with σ = 30 ∼ 70 MeV/fm 2 [79] and NambuJona-Lasinio model with σ = 145 ∼ 165 MeV/fm 2 [80, 81] . A largest value was obtained in early estimations for color-flavor locked SQM, i.e., σ ≈ 300 MeV/fm 2 [82] .
Equivparticle model for strangelets
In this work, as was done in Ref. [83] , we adopt the equivparticle model [84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94] to study the interface effects of SQM. All the strong interactions are treated with density-dependent quark masses in the equivparticle model, while the quarks are considered to be quasi-free particles. Here the following quark mass scaling is adopted
where m i0 is the current mass of quark flavor i [95] , m I arises due to the strong interaction between quarks, and n b = i=u,d,s n i /3 is the baryon number density with the number density n i = Ψ i γ 0 Ψ i . Note that the inversely cubic scaling in Eq. (1) corresponds to the linear confinement interaction, while the cubic scaling represents the one-gluonexchange interaction for C < 0 [88] and the leading-order perturbative interaction for C > 0 [90] . The Lagrangian density is then given by
where Ψ i is the Dirac spinor, m i (n b ) the equivalent quark mass obtained with Eq. (1), and A µ the photon field with the field tensor
With the mean-field and no-sea approximations, and assuming spherical symmetry for a strangelet, applying a standard variational procedure on the Lagrangian density (2) gives the Klein-Gordon equation for photons −∇ 2 A 0 = en ch (3) and the Dirac equation for quarks
with the Dirac spinor expanded by
Here G nκ (r)/r and F nκ (r)/r are the radial wave functions and Y l jm (θ, φ) the spinor spherical harmonics with the quantum number κ related to the angular momenta (l, j) with κ = (−1) j+l+1/2 ( j + 1/2). The charge density in Eq. (3) is given by n ch = i q i n i with q u = 2/3, q d = −1/3, and q s = −1/3. In Eq. (4), ε nκ is the single particle energy, while the mean field scalar and vector potentials are obtained with
Note that the vector potentials in Eq. (7) share a common term
for different types of quarks, which arises due to the density dependence of quark masses [83] . In principle, for any model with density dependent masses or coupling constants, one needs to be cautious not to violate the self-consistency of thermodynamics [96, 97, 98, 84, 99, 100, 90] . Then the radial wave functions can be obtained by solving the Dirac equation (4), which gives the scalar and vector densities for quarks via
At given C and D, the differential equations (3) and (4) for a strangelet with given baryon number A are solved in an iterative manner:
1. Assuming initial scalar and vector densities n s i (r) and n i (r); 2. Obtain the mean field potentials based on Eqs. (6) and (7), where the Coulomb potential A 0 (r) is determined by solving the Klein-Gordon equation (3); 3. The radial wave functions are fixed by solving the Dirac equation (4); 4. Fill quarks in the levels corresponding to the lowest single particle energies ε nκ ; 5. With the scalar and vector densities determined by Eqs. (8) and (9), go to step 2 until convergence is reached.
Finally, the total quark number N i (i = u, d, s) and mass of a strangelet in β-equilibrium can be obtained with
Note that the iteration runs inside a box in coordinate space with the grid width 0.005 fm, while the box size R is fixed at vanishing densities.
Interface effects of SQM
To fix the parameters C and √ D for the quark mass scaling in Eq. (1), in Fig. 2 we present the maximum mass M max of strange stars in the parameter space. The 3 black curves divide the whole area into 4 regions. Above the dashed curve, SQM is unstable, while below the solid curve is the forbidden region where two-flavor quark matter is stable. For the regions between the curves SQM is absolutely stable (solid-solid region) and metastable (solid-dashed region). It is found that a strange star can be more massive than PSR J0348+0432 [101] if we take C 0.6 in the solid-solid region [90, 102, 103, 104] . For unstable SQM, according to Ref. [22] , a hybrid star can be more massive than 2M ⊙ if we adopt C = 0. With the selected parameter sets, we apply iteration procedure with the steps 1-5 and obtain the properties of strangelets. As an example, in left panel of Fig. 3 we present the baryon number density and charge density for strangelets obtained with various baryon numbers A, where the parameter set C = 0.7 and √ D = 140 MeV is adopted. It is found that the size of a strangelet increases with A while the internal baryon number density becomes smooth and approaches to the bulk value at n 0 = 0.13 fm −3 as indicated in Table 1 . The density starts to drop at R − r ≈ 2-3 fm and reaches zero at r = R, which forms the surface of a strangelet. Note that the density profiles on the surface varies slightly with A and starts to converge at A 10 5 , where the variations can be attributed to the curvature term [83] . Due to Coulomb repulsion, internally the charge density is decreasing with A, while the surface charge density persists and starts to converge at large enough baryon numbers. This is consistent with our findings with the UDS model, where a constant surface charge density was obtained for large enough SQM objects [27, 28, 29, 30, 31] . The mean field potentials can then be obtained with the density profiles based on Eq. (6) and Eq. (7). The corresponding scalar and vector potentials are presented in the right panel of Fig. 3 . Due to the inversely cubic scaling in Eq. (1), the obtained potentials approaches to infinity at the quark-vacuum interface, i.e., the linear confinement of quarks. Internally, it is found that the potential depth of V S increases with A while V V varies little. Similar to the cases on the density distributions of strangelets, the mean field potentials in the vicinity of quark-vacuum interfaces vary slightly with A and start to converge at A 10 5 . To show the parameter dependence of strangelets' density profiles, in the left panel of Fig. 4 we present the density distributions of u-, d-, s-quarks for strangelets at A = 1059. In general, the internal densities for each species approach to their bulk values as indicated in Table 1 , where a strangelet becomes more compact for larger √ D and smaller C. This is consistent with our previous findings [105] . Due to the large current mass, a strangelet carries less s-quarks than u-, d-quarks, then internally the number density for s-quarks is smaller than those of u-, d-quarks. This becomes more evident when we adopt larger C, where s-quarks are more diffused on strangelets' surfaces. Since the curvature term becomes insignificant and the surface profiles converge for strangelets with A 10 5 [83] , the surface structures of strangelets (A ≈ 10 5 ) are presented in the right panel of Fig. 4 with the baryon number density, scalar and vector potentials in the vicinity of quark-vacuum interfaces. Due to the linear confinement adopted with our mass scaling in Eq. (1), at R − r ≈ 2-3 fm the obtained density starts to drop and slowly approaches to zero on the surface at r = R. This is essentially different from the predictions of MIT bag model, where the density drops suddenly on the surface [71] . Since the lattice calculation predicts a linear confinement for quarks [106] , we believe our calculation is more reasonable. Since a larger D results in stronger confinement while increasing C produces larger repulsive interaction, the internal density of a strangelet increases with D and decreases with C, which is in accordance with the bulk density n 0 of SQM as indicated in Table 1 . For larger n 0 , it is found that the density drops faster on the surface. Accordingly, the mean field potentials vary more drastically with r on the surface, which is expected to have a strong impact for the interface effects.
In the left panel of Fig. 5 we present the obtained energy per baryon of strangelets, which is decreasing with A and approaches to the bulk value in Table 1 . Due to the shell effects, it is found that strangelets at A = 4, 16, . . . are more stable than others. Meanwhile, if we adopt larger √ D and smaller C, strangelets at A = 6, 18, . . . becomes more stable since s-quarks appear, e.g., for the parameter sets (C, √ D): (−0.5, 180 MeV) and (0, 156 MeV). As indicated in the right panel of Fig. 5 , those baryon numbers correspond to the magic numbers 6, 24, . . . for u, d, s quarks. The corresponding single-particle levels for quarks in strangelets are similar as nucleons in ordinary nuclei [107] , predicting similar magic number shell effects at small baryon numbers as indicated with the baryon numbers inside the square brackets in the right panel of Fig. 5 . For the cases with A > 16, the magic number 20 does not appear and the magic number 28 appears only for certain choices of parameter sets, while new magic numbers appear after 28, C [82] [50]
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Here E 0 /n 0 is the minimum energy per baryon of SQM with n 0 being the corresponding baryon number density. The results are then presented in Table 1 and Fig. 6 . It is found that the surface tension σ increases with the confinement strength parameter D and decreases with C. Note that for positive C the corresponding perturbative interaction is repulsive and a strangelet becomes less bound, while the one-gluon-exchange interaction obtained with C < 0 has the opposite effects. For the parameter set (C = 0.7 and √ D = 129 MeV according to Fig. 2 ) constrained with the observational mass of PSR J0348+0432 (2.01 ± 0.04 M ⊙ ) [101] , we find σ ≈ 2.4 MeV/fm 2 and λ ≈ 5.12 MeV/fm. For other cases, we expect slightly larger values. It should be pointed out that the constraint for 2 M ⊙ strange stars may be relaxed if there exist two separate families of compact stars [108] , in which case larger σ and λ may be expected. Meanwhile, as indicated in Fig. 4 , a larger n 0 corresponds to more drastic variations of densities and potentials on the surface of a strangelet, which suggests some correlations of σ and λ with n 0 . Indeed, this is observed in Fig. 6 , where σ and λ increase with n 0 and can be approximated with σ ≈ 14.3n 0 + 1.3 and λ ≈ 36.6n 0 + 1.3 with the units corresponding to those in Table 1 .
Summary
We discuss the significant implications of the interface effects on the properties of SQM and the related physical processes. For absolutely stable SQM, it is found that the interface effects destabilize a strangelet substantially for a small baryon number. If we adopt a small enough surface tension, there may exist strangelets at certain baryon numbers that are more stable than others, which will lead to many interesting consequences related to SQM objects. For unstable SQM, it was shown that adopting different surface tension values will results in very different structures for hybrid stars [41] . To investigate the interface effects, we adopt mean-field approximation for equivparticle model, where the strong interactions are included with density-dependent quark masses. The properties of spherically symmetric strangelets are obtained adopting various parameter sets. By fitting the energy per baryon of strangelets to a liquiddrop type formula [71] , we estimate the surface tension σ and curvature term λ of SQM. The parameter dependence on the surface tension and curvature term are examined, where the obtained σ and λ increase monotonically with the density of SQM at zero external pressure. For a parameter set constrained according to the 2M ⊙ strange star, the surface tension is expected to be ∼2.4 MeV/fm 2 , while it is larger for other cases.
